A residential complex of four apartment houses situated in Brno decided to follow the latest trends in access control. In order to provide its tenants with easier access into shared spaces and a view on what is going on in front of their door, the development company turned to Abbas, a local integrator and our partner, to secure a solution based on IP network technology.

**Mission**

A residential complex of four apartment houses situated in Brno decided to follow the latest trends in access control. In order to provide its tenants with easier access into shared spaces and a view on what is going on in front of their door, the development company turned to Abbas, a local integrator and our partner, to secure a solution based on IP network technology.

**Benefits**

- Reduced cabling thanks to IP based technology
- Increased security and easier access despite many entrances
- Modular solution with the possibility of future expansion
- Remote system administration
**Solution**

With 108 apartments, 7 entrances and a shared parking lot for all four buildings, the aim was to make the communication among these areas as easy as possible, reduce the amount of cabling and increase security in the complex. The tenants have also different needs for the answering unit. Some preferred just audio while others required video as well. From the developer’s point of view, a highly-durable, anti-vandal solution and an option for remote administration were crucial.

**Result**

The 2N® Helios IP Verso with HD camera, card reader and speed-dial buttons was chosen for ease of operation. A Cisco telephone was installed in the apartments for those tenants who preferred just audio. The more demanding tenants were supplied by the luxurious 2N® Indoor Touch answering unit which transfers video from the intercom. The outdoor intercom is highly durable and can be administered remotely via web interface. What was appreciated most was its modular design capable of expansion in the future.

**Our customer**

The renovation of 108 apartments with 7 entries and a shared parking area in Brno, the Czech Republic's second largest city.

**Installation**

- 7x

2N® Helios IP Verso